


This catalog is a presentation of the latest collection of 
fences from the ART line by SIATEX. Projects were based on 
the latest market trends and the experience of the cre-
ators, creating models that are as attractive as usable. 

We hope that you will nd among them not only your 
dream home solution, but also inspiration for further 
changes and improving the quality of life.

Welcome.
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The classic line of fences with a universal form will perfectly t both modern construction and tra-
ditional architectural solutions. A practical and modern solution.

A line of fences with a wide range of applications, combining a passion for privacy and 
botanical forms - for all those for whom the choice is important.

Unpredictable but composed. The Modern line will make it stand out from other fences, 
going beyond the usual patterns. For individualists who value style.
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   line
Classic

A practical and modern solution that allows you to give your surroundings 
a balanced style. Thanks to its simple, massive structure, it will not only 
resonate with the architecture of our house, but also become a symbol 
of the host’s stability and character. The solution is recommended for both 
classical and modern architecture
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span Classic

the gate is opening Classic

sliding gate Classic  

wicket Classic

technical
   data
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The simplicity of this solution is its strength.
It accompanies the home subtly and with class, 
emphasizing the geometry of the space, building 
respect with its massive structure. A form that will 
last for years.
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    line
      Wall

The Wall line, combining delicate, botanical forms with massive, solid 
elements, can be de ned as a combination of privacy and choice. 
Thanks to the multitude of solutions, we can not only allow ourselves to play 
with the form of our fence, but also create solutions individually tailored 
to the environment.
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span Wall
(option to personalize the pattern and 
layout of the segments)

the gate is opening Wall

sliding gate Wall

wicket Wall

technical
   data
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By giving a choice, is open to the owner’s invention, 
allows her to change and evolve. The raw form 
is combined with a subtle pattern, creating a new 
de nition of intimacy.
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line
Modern

Combining unconventional solutions in a geometric, irregular form, 
the Modern line is de nitely a solution for individualists. 
The unusual form of this line of fences stands out and gives the 
space a speci c character - it is therefore especially suitable 
as a background for modern construction.
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span Modern 

the gate is opening Modern

sliding gate Modern

wicket Modern

technical
   data
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Restless, dynamically escaping any de nition. 
An idea is not only a form, but also what is in between 
- a space that raises more questions than answers.
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color scheme

We understand how important it is to be able to create a custom-made fence for your 
home - both in terms of form and color. To meet the expectations, we have created a color 
palette in which the ART collection of fences looks best.

The following list is a palette from which you can choose the preferred color of your fence, 
tailored to your individual expectations.

RAL 7016
ANTHRACITE

RAL 6005
WINE RED

RAL 9022
SILVER PEARL

RAL 6009
FIR GREEN

RAL 7006
GRAY BEIGE

RAL 9005
BLACK

RAL 8017
BROWN

RAL 9016
WHITE

RAL 5008
GRAY BLUE
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Letterbox 
with intercom - MODEL WPN20-MR2

Manufacturer - METALPARK

Post cover with LED 
lighting option - BLIX model

Producer - BOMAP

Automation - model WINGO 3524 
Manufacturer - NICE

Door handle - model 3006C
Manufacturer - LOCINOX

Door station with 
a ngerprint reader - MODEL S601Z-2 

Manufacturer - VIDOS

Gate or wicket alarm 
sensor - MODEL 8.2K 

Manufacturer - PROXIMA

Touch sensor - BKCR MODEL 
Manufacturer - PROXIMA

Handrail - model K0652
Manufacturer - KIPP

accessories

Your fence should be supplemented with additional elements, facilitating the use of the 
gate or wicket itself, as well as ensuring comfort and safety in everyday operation. So we 
present you with a sample set of accessories, which complemented the collection of ART 
will become even more functional.

The full range of available accessories can be found on our website www.siatex.info in the 
Accessories tab.
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Palisade
    fences

The elegant, minimalist design of the palisade ts perfectly with modern architecture. Complete fences 
consist of palisade modules, a wicket and a sliding or swing gate. All elements of the fence are galvanized 
and powder coated.

Currently, we offer three fencing designs that are most often chosen by our clients, they are PALISADE 60, 
80 and 100. We also make this design according to non-standard, individual projects and orders. As the 
number, type and spacing of individual rails in the span is not imposed permanently, the customer has 
the option to create his own span composition.

It is also possible to combine our metal palisade pro les with wooden or wood-like panels, thus achieving 
a unique design.

Palisade pro les are available in height sizes from 60 to 160 mm.
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palisade 60

palisade 80

palisade 100

It captivates with its appearance and functionality. 
It ts perfectly with modern architecture.

Timeless, minimalist design. 
An alternative to traditional fences.

It guarantees a sense of privacy and protects
against noise and dust from the street.
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contact
Z. P. H. SIATEX Artur Fert
ul. Jana Kilińskiego 89A

22-400 Zamość

NIP PL9221009091
REGON 290524020

tel.  +48 84 639 16 09
or

+48 570 595 101




